NETLINK ARTICLE GUIDELINES

INTRODUCTION
This document provides guidance on what the requirements are for submitting an article into the EPN Netlink digital publication.

Netlink is a bi-monthly digital publication that creates a sharing platform for all EPN members to publish their experiences within the faith-based healthcare sector. Mainly "story telling" on achievements, research, appointments, project status updates, lessons etc. anything that will benefit other members and keep the network motivated and connected.

ARTICLE GUIDELINES
The guidelines for the article are as follows:

1. An original account of activities within the organization.
2. Name of organization and location.
3. Author(s) full names and designation.
4. Between 1-2 pages text. If needed, a third page for acknowledgments and i.e. partner organization, references, citations etc.
5. Organization logo in various formats or other relevant graphics.
6. High-resolution pictures (if available a maximum of 3) preferably of beneficiaries rather than authors or staff.
7. The article can be submitted in English or French.

HOW TO SUBMIT

1. Please send your articles to communications@epnetwork.org.